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Did you know CTV has a Camera Crane with Motorized 
Head? It has 360 degree rotation, an invertible camera 
platform for under or over slung camera positions  with 
fixed-angle and automatic tilt control. (You’ll want to add 
a focus control and video monitor.) 
 
 
 
 
 

We also have a CamDolly Cinema System can 
mount  any camera and all the shabang you need… 
and you can even ride along if you want to.  
Universal Tripod Holders can take whatever tripod 
you have. Full Kit includes 50ft (15.24m) of 
SnakeTrack for extra-long runs with the longest 
flexible solid rubber track. (You’ll need a tripod and 
camera.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Virtual Reality? Sure - Putting on the VIVE headset washes away the real world with 
fantastical experiences–from rec room-type games 
like ping-pong or pool to experiences spanning 
categories. SteamVR™ Tracking, stunning graphics, 
a 110˚ field of view, intuitive controls and HD haptic 
feedback provide an unparalleled sense of 
immersion.Includes high-end Xidax gaming computer 
with NVidia 1080 graphics card.  Everything you need 
to have a VR party!  (We recommend also renting 2 
small tripods to hold the base stations.) 
 
 



 
 
Got a field shoot that needs to be perfect? Lighting and sound are 
the most important parts of a pro field shoot. Get perfect lighting 
with the Professional LED Field Light (2 Astra LED Bi-Color 
Panel) Kit! It has variable tungsten to daylight color temperature 
with negligible color shift, 0-100% dimming and a universal (100-
240 VAC) adapter. You can also run on 13-24 VDC batteries with 
separate V-Mount battery plate. (Batteries not included, but we 
have those for rent, too!) And when it comes to sound, you can’t 
beat the Sound Devices 302 ENG/EFP Deluxe Field Mixer Kit - 
it’s designed to provide field audio engineers with a complete field 
mixer system that delivers exceptional performance and comfort. 

The 302 mixer features 3 line / microphone switchable input 
channels and stereo outputs in a rugged, light weight 
chassis. 
 


